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Abstract
As language and technology are two major focuses of educational reform in Taiwanese
higher education, Taiwanese teachers of English as a foreign language have to cope with
the challenge of technological and pedagogical shifts occurring in the teaching profession.
A basic interpretative qualitative study was employed to understand how and why
teachers implemented the information and communications technology into their
language instruction and to explore the issues and barriers that teachers encountered
when trying to incorporate modern technology into their instructional practice. The
findings imply that continuous professional development involving technology
integration, specifically for language teachers, should be thoroughly planned. New
policies regarding vision and goals of implementation should be made clear to teachers.
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1. Introduction
With the new economic order and advances in computer technology, modern
communication has greatly increased international contact. This increasing global contact
has also affected the academic and business communities. It has also undoubtedly
affected language teaching and learning (Warschauer, 2000), especially English. English
has become a global language for international communication (Crystal, 2003).
Particularly because of Internet use growth, many more people can now read, write,
speak, and listen to English via the computer. Accordingly, the Internet has become a tool
for language teaching and learning (Fotos, 2004).
The use of modern technology in teaching languages has been dramatically increasing
worldwide over the past decade (e.g., Chen, Belkada, & Okamoto, 2004; O’Dowd, 2003;
Pennington, 1999; Toyoda & Harrison, 2002). With the creation of the World Wide Web,
it has become possible and feasible for language teachers to make effective use of
instructional materials, especially in teaching language and culture (e.g., Belz, 2003;
O’Dowd, 2003; Thorne, 2003). Computerassisted language learning (CALL) programs
provide multimedia with video, sound, graphics, and text, which allow learners to be
exposed to the target language and the culture. Learners explore the simulated
environment with meaningful multimodal forms such as audio and visual input, which
facilitates comprehension in listening and reading (Chun & Plass, 1997; Verdugo &
Belmonte, 2007). One benefit of using Internet resources is that teachers can easily
retrieve the most recent and pertinent information for their students (Moore, Morales, &
Carel, 1998). The development of hypertext and hypermedia within the context of the
World Wide Web offers a vast array of resources for both teachers and students to search
and access authentic materials.
For the past decade, CALL has drawn the attention of Taiwanese language
professionals and many have sought out innovative and alternative ways of using
computer technology to enhance students’ learning and to improve students’ English
proficiency. The level of increase in numbers of English as foreign language (EFL)
teachers involved in CALL can be evidenced by the number of published papers in the
proceedings of international symposiums on English teaching held by the English
Teachers’ Association, the Republic of China (e.g., Lin, 2003; Shih, 2003).
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Teachers are the key persons to implement innovation (Fritz, MillerHeyl, Kreutzer, &
MacPhee, 2001) for educational enhancement (Ghaith & Yaghi, 1997). Teachers,
however, need to develop technological literacy as well as pedagogical knowledge when
applying technology. For successful implementation of the information and
communications technology (ICT) into language instruction, it is important to understand
how and why teachers use ICT and to explore the issues and barriers that teachers
encounter when trying to incorporate ICT into their instruction.

2. Theoretical foundation
In acknowledging the trend toward using the computer technology in language
instruction, language teachers will realize that they will soon likely need to undertake
various new job responsibilities (Fotos and Browne, 2004) such as putting their courses
online, evaluating CALL materials and web sites (Reeder, Heift, Roche, Tabyanian,
Schlickau, & Golz, 2004; Susser & Robb, 2004), taking part in campuswide CALL
projects/interinstitutional partnership (O’Conner & Gatton, 2004; OppBeckman &
Kieffer, 2004), and incorporating and managing multimedia language laboratories
(Browne & Gerrity, 2004; Liddel & Garrett, 2004). Teachers, however, vary to a large
degree in their experience with and knowledge and skills of computer technology.
Research reports indicate that factors influencing technology integration by faculty are
diverse (Brown, 2000; Sugar, 2002). Ertmer (1999) states that the barriers include
organizational and pedagogical concerns, technical and logistical issues, and personal
problems such as fear. Rogers’ theory of innovation adoption (1995) consists of five
attributes: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability.
He found that 49 to 87 percent of the variance in the adoption rate of innovation could be
explained by these five attributes. Other variables are types of innovation decisions,
communication channels, nature of social system, and the extent of change agents’
promotion efforts.
Park (2003) incorporated seven variables from three perspectives in his study. The
results showed that computer experience, subjective norm, selfefficacy, relative
advantage, and complexity are important predictors of the level of Webassisted
instruction. Time and support, however, indicated no significant effect, which contradicts
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Park’s qualitative findings. When teachers feel seriously uncertain about performing
tasks or have doubts about their performance achievement, they are unlikely to try
innovation and they are unwilling to put much time and effort into it (Park, 2003).
Limited time and heavy workload may inhibit teachers from implementation.
Teachers want to know if they can integrate the computer technology with education in
ways that effectively link with the content of curriculum as well as the different
components and stages of the learning process. In one study, teachers expressed a need
for understanding the potential of technologies and the appropriate pedagogy for
technology integration with regard to the fit of each with their personal philosophies of
teaching and learning (Weasenforth, BiesenbachLucas, & Meloni, 2002).
Moreover, with the rapid growth of innovative technologies, teachers need to keep
abreast of technological innovation so that they can know where to retrieve information
and obtain resources and tools (Browne, Maeers, & Cooper, 2000). Modern technologies
are not as easy to grasp as traditional technologies were, many of which only required
‘push the button’ skills to operate (Bates, 2001). Therefore, teachers may feel tremendous
pressure about mastering the use of computer technologies in the first place and then later
may find it difficult to keep abreast of technological changes (Davies, 2003).
Teachers need opportunities to expand their knowledge, to try out innovative methods,
to exchange ideas with experts and their peers, and to refine their skills so they may more
quickly respond to the new developments in their fields (Browne, Maeers, & Cooper,
2000). Interdisciplinary teams can solve problems together, allow team members to
benefit from their colleagues’ ideas and foster the sharing of materials (Johnson &
Johnson, 2004).
Teachers are not only concerned about where to retrieve information and resources and
how to obtain knowledge and skills about technological innovation. They are also
concerned about how to integrate new technology into instruction and how to take the
most advantage of it (Chen, 2003). Most onetime workshops just teach teachers skills
using a specific software program without demonstrating good and appropriate teaching
strategies and without changing teachers’ behavior (Buckley, 2002; Koehler, Mishra,
Hershey, & Peruski, 2004). Therefore, teachers are likely to feel inadequate and
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incompetent with respect to technology integration, and they may feel uncertain about
whether it will enhance student learning.
Research reveals that there are a variety of administrative challenges and complicated
problems facing teachers in all areas including language instruction in computer
technology application. Understanding organizational culture is crucial for institutional
change (Finley & Hartman, 2004). Three barriers that keep college leaders from
establishing an environment that allows teachers to take advantage of technology
resources include the needs for appropriate 1) planning and budgeting for instructional
technology, 2) organizational structures and communication, and 3) faculty rewards and
incentives (Epper, 2001, p.9).
Epper (2001) pointed out trends and issues underlying the need for faculty instructional
development. These include increased technology use due to social and economic
influence, flexible approaches to teaching and learning ondemand, a new and different
picture of competition in higher education (Flowers, Pascarella, & Pierson, 2000; Kuh &
Vesper, 1999; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1998), and the potential of technology use to
improve teaching and learning (Epper, 2001). As higher education is preparing students
for future markets, teachers should be equipped with the necessary knowledge and skills
to meet the needs of the students in the millennium (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1998; Smith,
2002) and to follow along with the trends of a global knowledgeeconomics society.
Recent studies have highlighted many benefits of continuous professional development,
including the following:
·

Guiding teachers’ understanding of technologies and the potentiality of
technology for meaningful instruction (Bullock & Schomberg, 2000;Cavanaugh
& Cavanaugh, 2000; Galloway, 2000; Terwindt, 2000)

·

Facilitating teachers’ acquisition of technological literacy and skills (Browne et
al., 2000; Childress & Braswell, 2000; Slobodina, 2000)

·

Assisting teachers’ knowhow for retrieving information and garnering resources
and tools (Repman, Carlson, Downs, & Clark, 2000)

·

Improving teachers’ abilities for monitoring student progress (Hargrave, Foegen,
& Schmidt, 2000)
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The purpose of the study is to understand how and why teachers implement the
information and communications technology into their language instruction and to
explore the issues and barriers that teachers encounter when trying to incorporate modern
technology into their instruction. A basic interpretive qualitative method was employed to
address the following three basic research questions:
1. How do EFL teachers in northern Taiwanese higher education institutions use ICT in
their instructional practices?
2. What are their purposes for using ICT in teaching English?
3. What are the factors that influence these Taiwanese EFL teachers in the use of ICT
and what are the issues and barriers that these EFL teachers encounter when trying to
incorporate modern technology into their instruction?

3. Method
3.1. The research design
To understand how and why EFL teachers integrate ICT into instruction, basic
interpretative qualitative study design (Merriam, 2002) was employed. The process,
strategies, and data analysis of this qualitative research are all inductive. The qualitative
results can provide rich, contextual understanding of certain findings and strengthen a
detailed/indepth understanding of a certain problem. According to Merriam (2002), the
qualitative study is designed to “uncover or discover the meaning people have
constructed about a particular phenomenon. The researcher wants to obtain an indepth
understanding of a phenomenon, an individual, a situation. …They want to know how
people do things” (p.19).
Qualitative data collection via interviews serves several purposes: These teachers’
replies allow insight into different levels of ICT and allow the researcher to understand
how these teachers have applied ICT, and whether the results corroborate the findings
from previous studies. Their replies also allow the researcher to explore whether there are
other factors that influence teachers’ use of ICT (than those included in the literature) and
to determine teachers’ purposes for using ICT. The purpose of the qualitative study is to
explore “what” factors influence these teachers’ use of modern technologies and to
explain “how” and “why” they use these technologies. The researcher conducted
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interviews to obtain information that is more complete and to gain an indepth
understanding of the issues (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003).

3.2. Participants
Non–random samples were selected purposefully in this qualitative study. Participants
were located through the researcher’s professional networks. Twentytwo teachers were
interviewed. Most of the teachers interviewed were referred to the author by other
teachers based on their use of computer technologies as a teaching tool and two were
known personally to the researcher. These 22 teachers, 11 male and 11 female teachers,
were from 16 northern different universities and colleges. Six were from national
universities whereas the rest are from private ones (70% of Taiwanese higher education
institutions are private). Teachers who extensively use computer technology include
those who have taught CALL courses in their institutions or who have publications on the
use of computer technology. These teachers may also have their own Web sites or may
have received grants for conducting national projects or institutional research related to
technology application into instruction.

3.3. Research instrument
The interview protocol. An interview protocol was prepared for the interviews with
selected teachers. That is, specific questions (e.g., What is your purpose of integrating the
information and communications technology into your instruction?) for the interview
were prepared prior to the interviews. The interview protocol was developed based on
reviewing literature and on the research questions. The researcher consulted experts in
the fields of both language and technology to revise the interview protocol (see
Appendix).

3.4. Data collection and analysis
The interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed verbatim, and then translated into
English for data analysis. All teachers except one were interviewed in person. The
interviews lasted from an hour to an hour and a half. Due to a time conflict, one teacher
was interviewed by telephone during a call lasting fortyfive minutes.
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As the study intends to discover and understand the meaning that the use of
information and communications technology has for the participants, data were gathered
to build concepts and theories instead of being tested in a positivist study. According to
Merriam (2002), “Typically, findings inductively derived from the data in a qualitative
study are in the form of themes, categories, typologies, concepts, tentative hypotheses,
and even substantive theory” (p.5). Therefore, the data are analyzed to identify whether
there are recurring patterns or common themes among these participants. An initial
analysis was done after each interview. By using a constant comparative method, data
were coded and recoded until themes emerged (Yin, 2003).

4. Findings
A number of themes and patterns emerged from these 22 interviews. These
themes/patterns include how teachers use ICT, their purposes for using ICT; the
parameters influencing their use of ICT; and the issues and barriers aiding or detracting
from their integration of ICT into their instructional practices. Pseudonyms are given to
them for confidentiality purposes and to ensure privacy of these teachers.

4.1. Research question 1: How do EFL teachers in northern Taiwanese higher education
institutions use ICT in their instructional practices?

4.1.1. Online materials and Internet resources supplement classroom instruction and
expand students’ learning opportunities outside the classroom.
Most teachers only use Internet resources as a source of supplementary materials. These
teachers think class time is limited and they feel they do not teach enough during the
class period. They want students to have more opportunities to learn and obtain more
knowledge and skills and they expect students to practice more after class, especially for
skills such as pronunciation learning. As classes at Taiwanese higher education
institutions generally are very large, large class size can hamper language instruction, and
these teachers agree that the Internet provides a good tool for teachers to expand students’
learning outside their classroom. This flexibility not only applies to expanding where the
students can learn but also provides the flexibility for engaging a broader spectrum of
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students such as different proficiency levels and students who are away from class
because of extended illness.
Suechin said, “My online learning materials are mainly supplementary. I wanted to
use the Internet to provide more opportunities for my students to learn. I use PowerPoint
to present materials and interactive exercises making tool, Hot Potatoes to create
exercises and activities. I put all my handouts and notes online for my conversation class
students to preview and review.”
Tsunhsiang thinks that modern technology provides good practice for students’
listening comprehension. As a bonus, students like to use the Internet because they get to
discuss things with it. Chunghsiang noted that, “By using the Internet, the teacher
provides many opportunities for students to learn beyond the classroom and after class. It
is selfdirected learning for students, unlimited by time and space. In addition, the fixed
time in the classroom may not be suitable for those who don’t feel well or who are
physically tired.
HsinYin sometimes makes use of online discussion board. She stated, “I spent
additional time explaining theories and more clearly expositing writing strategies. By
putting my materials on the Web, I provide my students more opportunities to review
after class. Information and communications technology also provides chances for those
who don’t feel well and did not come to class to learn.”

4.1.2. Internet resources are applied to the listening aspects of the language instruction
curriculum.
These teachers use the Internet resources most to develop their students’ listening skills.
While many teachers would agree that language learning usually starts from listening, in
the past they often had to rely on reading as an instructional method due to large class
sizes. As a result, students often did not get many chances to listen and speak. Many
online listening materials allow students to practice listening. Most teachers take
advantage of online broadcasts as listening materials. Free recording software is also
available for teachers to edit audio files.
YuChu, who earned a degree in Instructional Systems Technology in the US
described her classes as follows: “I bring my students in my listening class to the world
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by using ICT. In the beginning, I guided my students to resources links. I showed them
how to find an online feature with the famous Taiwanese film Director Li Ann’s
complimentary remarks when he received an award. This feature was not available on
domestic broadcasting stations. After a few such demonstrations, my students began
exploring the Internet by themselves. I asked them to bring two news items for discussion,
each time when class met. I asked my students to share what they have heard along with
their opinions, with their classmates. Students can listen to the news they chose as many
times as needed, based on their learning pace. I encouraged students to listen to CBS
(Columbia Broadcasting System) news, which is free. Before listening to CBS news,
students are introduced to an online listening resource called ‘Randall’s ESL Cyber
Listening Lab,’ which features three listening comprehension levels. They gradually are
able to listen to CBS, which requires a higher level of listening comprehension.”
Jungshan, an active Webuser said, “In my listening course, I built a selflearning
virtual environment for my students for these reasons. First, classtime is limited;
students only meet once a week for two hours. Second, classroom instruction is less
interactive. Third, my classsize is large and fourth, there is a broad variation in students’
proficiency levels. Students need a lot of time doing selflearning to improve themselves.
So, I have taken advantage of the instructional platform that my university provided and
put all my materials on it. Students can learn anytime and at their own pace. They can
listen as many times as they want to a session that I might have time to play only once in
class.”

4.1.3. ICTbased instruction is primarily in the experimental phase.
The teachers I interviewed also incorporate ICT into curricular areas other than listening.
Most teachers classify their current instructional phase as experimental. For example,
Tsunhsiang uses a voice board for his students to record their speech which he then posts
on the Web to share with the other classmates. Another teacher, Chungcheng, uses a
discussion board to teach translation. He asks his students to exchange ideas via this
board before they do translation assignments. Still another teacher, Wanju, applies
online analytical tools in a graduate course in which students analyze journals and do
corpus analysis. These teachers are interested in incorporating the available Internet tools
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and resources to create online learning activities on their own. While they have not
evaluated the effectiveness of students’ learning outcomes, these teachers are
implementing strategies to actively engage their students in learning.

4.1.4. Blended teaching is a trend.
Language teachers are increasingly experimenting with English for Academic Purposes
(EAP) courses with blended teaching, to see if this is an effective method for teaching
foreign languages.
For one model in blended teaching, every other week students alternately complete
online lessons or attend classes. A few teachers have already begun using blended
teaching in their institutions for the convenience of evening and weekend students. These
students are nontraditional students who have a fulltime job in addition to attending
classes. Therefore, blended teaching meets the need of these students. Chiachin said that
she has done this for two years and so far students are quite satisfied. Her students highly
value the convenience of this type of teaching. However, Chiachin does not think
blended teaching is necessary for daytime students because they are fulltime students, so
she prefers to see them facetoface, and often.
Wanju said that he was, “…teaching an English for Academic Purposes course, which
is a blended teaching for writing course offered for preservice English majors of the
graduate school. Students analyze journals and do corpus analysis. Both online and
textual materials are used for the course. They alternately learn in different settings –
mostly in a regular classroom and sometimes in the computer lab. While staying in the
computer lab, students do some online activities.”

4.2. Research question 2: What are their purposes for using the ICT in teaching English?
Just as the teachers interviewed use the information and communications technology
differently, they also use modern technologies for different purposes.

4.2.1. Enhance students’ motivation and interest
Most teachers try innovative teaching to increase students’ interest in learning and
enhance their motivation. Tsunhsiang and Chungcheng are two good examples. In
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Chungcheng’s translation course, he asks students to discuss their assignments via a
discussion board, whereas in Tsunhsiang’s listening & speaking course, he asks students
to record their speech on different topics via a voice board each week.
For Chungcheng’s translation class, he posts assignments and sets up a discussion
area online each week. Chungcheng feels the increased interaction of the discussion
board breaks with tradition and makes his translation course more interesting. He said,
“My major motivation of using online tools was that most students did not enjoy
translation at all in the past. Teachers would often hear that translation is a boring course.
My students love discussing their ideas before they do translations on their own.”
Chiahsiang noted that, “It is excellent that students feel at home with digital resources
and that using these resources motivate them in learning…They are also motivated
because they can help me with hardware and software. They are often very expert. They
help me make proper choices in popup windows and they help me adjust displays. They
also find and download helpful software support often during lessons. When they can
help with technical support, it builds classroom affiliation.”

4.2.2. Provide variety for instruction and commitment to continuous innovation
Innovative teachers would use any strategies, try any methods, and apply any media to be
creative in their instruction. So, most teachers stated that they use ICT to provide variety.
YuChu said, “I view the computer technology as a tool to provide variety for my
students.” In addition, Tsunhsiang noted that, “I continually look for innovative ways to
use ICT in my instruction.”
Tingfung stated, “Teaching is art and vivid instruction is necessary.” However, one
senior teacher recognized the trend in using modern technology in instructional practices
but still doubted whether such innovations would affect students’ learning.

4.2.3. Provide authentic, updated, and multimedia instructional materials
Audiovisual aids are important for language teaching and learning. Hyperlinks allow the
integration of graphic, audio, visual, and text materials, which facilitates teaching culture
and has brought convenience for language teaching and learning such as listening and
reading. Teachers can easily take advantage of many authentic materials offered on the
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World Wide Web. Tsunghsiang feels the Internet provides good resources for listening
and speaking teachers. He stated, “While traditional textbooks may be out of date after
only a year or so and getting an update may be slow, Internet broadcasts are current,
authentic, and multimedia.”
Chiahsiang realizes the benefits of ICT use: autonomous learning, real,
comprehensible, easy to use, and providing cultural understanding. Therefore, he thinks
readymade teaching materials to accompany online materials might be good. He also
expressed the need for more knowledge about ICT use and more training about copyright
laws and sharing online.

4.2.4. Develop students’ autonomous learning and lifelong learning
Autonomous learning has been an issue in education in Taiwan for a long time, and has
caused heated debate. This is because in the past keen competition for higher education
kept Taiwanese students under pressure to study. When students only value learning as a
means to an end, gaining access to higher education, they may be less likely to pursue
any type of selfdirected learning on their own. Also the long history of this “examination
system” society has resulted in testoriented instruction and many students study solely
for placement (Zeng, 1999). Because the Internet allows ubiquitous instant access to
information and communication, many teachers look forward to its use in promoting
students’ autonomous learning.
Mingjen integrates ICT into his instruction because of his teaching philosophy. Ming
jen said, “Cultivating students’ interest in learning and improving their skills in self
learning are extremely important. As class time is always limited, teachers may have
difficulty promoting students’ habits of selflearning, especially when there are many
students in each class. How much effort students put into learning outside the class and
how much time they spend practicing are my main concerns. Therefore, I use ICT as a
tool for indicating students’ selflearning habits after class. I hope by providing various
links for resources on the Internet, students can construct their own knowledge by self
exploring and selfdiscovering.”
Lifelong learning has been another longterm goal in Taiwanese higher education.
Currently, many institutions encourage teachers to put their courses online so that more
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adults can return to colleges for further education. Therefore, institutions either purchased
course management software or created their own instructional platforms to prepare for
these curriculum changes. So, most interviewed teachers got a head start integrating
online learning into their current instructional practices. The information and
communications technology should allow continuing education goals to be easily reached
in the near future.

4.3. Research question 3: What are the factors that influence these Taiwanese EFL
teachers in the use of ICT and what are the issues and barriers that these EFL
teachers encounter when trying to incorporate ICT into their instruction?

4.3.1. Teacher training
Teacher training is crucial for technology integration into language instruction. Those
who obtained a technologyrelated degree felt that it is much easier for them to know
where the resources are and to know how to use them, compared to other EFL teachers.
Yuchu said, “I don’t think the creation of online activities and online materials is time
consuming, partly because my educational background has prepared me and partly
because I did not ask everything to be perfect.”
Mingjen believes that most teachers in his university would like to take advantage of
computer technology to assist with their instruction, but the barriers are education and
resources. He doesn’t like the word “barriers.” He prefers “thresholds.” He explained, “I
believe that to be able to use and understand technology is the learning threshold,
whereas to obtain the technology is the money and energy threshold. As long as they can
pass these thresholds, I feel teachers will use technology for teaching. This is also a
process of education for teachers.”
Currently, most institutions regularly offer workshops for teachers to familiarize with
the course management software they purchase or design. Teachers can use these tools
for editing their materials and publishing them online. They encourage teachers to put
their materials online to prepare for the longterm goal of institutional development.
These innovative teachers are able to make use of these facilities and integrate ICT into
their current instructional practices in various curricular areas. Only recently a course
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titled ‘Computerassisted Language Learning’ was contained in the preservice teacher
training program at most universities and colleges. Accordingly, CALL is new to most
EFL teachers. Most inservice teachers did not receive IT/CALL training while they were
in their college preservice training program. These teachers should rely on handy
resources to create their technology lessons.

4.3.2. Preparation for longterm goals of their institution
Digitalization of courses seems to be a common longterm goal for higher education
institutional development in Taiwan. In the short term, funds are available in the
institutions because administrators see online learning as a way to boost their enrollments.
However, there is lack of longterm planning and goal setting for technology integration
into classrooms. Teachers try to match up their instructional methods with school policies;
however, they are unsure whether modern technology implementation is effective or
whether it enhances student learning.
Wanju stated, “I feel that resources are adequate in my university. However, I wonder
about the longterm planning for technology integration. In my view, the school IT
personnel have little sense of systematic management when they purchased a new piece
of technology. Their response has been to demonstrate the new items to the teachers even
though the teachers receive help from their assistants. I have seen many hardware types
and platforms come and go and I become reluctant to keep abreast with the changes. Now
I just keep up with the materials I use.”

4.3.3. Teachers recognizing the trend in integrating ICT into instruction
All interviewed teachers, including a senior teacher who does not use the computer,
recognize the trend toward the use of computer technology in instruction. From a
practical standpoint, in dealing with today’s students, most teachers said that they should
try to keep abreast of modern technologies. In doing so, they will realize the virtual world
facing today’s students and they will understand more about that world even though
teachers themselves may not use ICT in their instruction.
Yuchu agrees that using technology is a trend and feels that future classrooms will be
all equipped with modern technological equipment and Internet access. She stated, “Most
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students today have grown up online and are quite comfortable in using ICT. I did not
believe the myth that ICTbased instruction would absolutely improve students’ learning
outcomes. I just think it is natural for students to learn this way.”
Chihhung’s experience in the contemporary world has shown him that technology is a
catalyst for change. He has sensed the changes information and communications
technology have brought to language teaching and expects the requirements for teachers
to increase more and more. He stated, “In case universities require language teachers to
take on more responsibilities in the future, I will be more prepared.”

4.3.4. Availability
The idea that there are abundant resources and tools on the Internet, so there is no reason
why teachers should not take advantage of them, influences teachers’ use of information
and communications technology. Once these teachers discovered that ICT can provide
resources and tools for them to enrich their instruction, they immediately started applying
them.
Tsunhsiang took several technologyrelated courses and found them to be quite useful,
he noted, “Teachers should take advantage of various types of resources and tools to
assist their instruction and enhance students learning since we are not native speakers of
English. ICT provides good resources for teachers teaching listening and speaking.”
Mingjen also thinks teachers should absolutely take advantage of ICT. He asserted,
“With the Internet, I can upload multimedia materials to my website for my students to
retrieve. It’s simple, fast, convenient, and provides the best materials. Suppose I found a
good book or an article that is free, I definitely would want to share such a resource with
my students. With a pdf file, I might only spend three minutes uploading such a book.”

4.3.5. Relative advantage and environmental concerns.
Class sizes are usually large in Taiwanese educational settings, so the use of hardcopy
documents has long been a burden for institutions, teachers, and the environment. The
advantages of electronic documents concluded from the interviews are: 1) Teachers can
save paper for notes and handouts; 2) Teachers can share good materials without having
to make lots of copies; 3) Providing links to some materials rather than supplying the
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materials themselves may circumvent possible copyright infringement. Chihhung, a part
time teacher, stated, “I find using ICT for instruction is good for the environment because
it saves paper. It’s also good for teachers because it saves us the work and expense of
preparing handouts for large classes.”

4.3.6. Time and workload
Most teachers said that it was really timeconsuming to create online learning materials
and activities except the two teachers who used materials created by publishers. One
teacher said that anything related to computer use takes time. Most interviewed teachers
don’t mind taking time creating materials or learning new tools, yet teaching load, service,
and research take their time. Accordingly, they are hesitant to invest more time on online
instructional aids if they are not sure that the activities and materials are effective.
Tsunhisang spent many hours creating online learning activities. He said, “I believe
that there must be a voice board when there is a message board. So, I spent considerable
time searching for such a tool. The first one I found was so expensive that I couldn’t
afford it. So, I kept on searching. Finally, I found a voice board that was free and allowed
10 gigabytes of storage. Then I spent much more time evaluating it and uncovering its
advantages and disadvantages. Overall, it works fine for my students.”
Hsinyin stated, “I have a great foundation for using technology in teaching, and it may
be easier for me than for other teachers who lack my background. I still think preparing
the materials is time consuming, especially for a new course. For example, converting
materials to html files and getting permission to upload my materials. While textbooks
generally provide some activities and exercises for teachers, when I use the computer, I
have to design my own worksheets and get them into digital form.”
Sueching has a positive attitude toward using information and communications
technologies and intends to create materials for each of her courses and to develop more
online materials. However, she has dropped back on attending workshops during the past
two years. She stated, “I don’t have time to practice the skills I learn. If I don’t
immediately apply the skills I learned in the workshop, I will easily forget. In addition, I
am not sure of the software taught in the workshop is related and applicable to language
teaching. I do not have time to invest on unnecessary training.”
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Chihhung believes most teachers have good intentions and would have better
capabilities if their colleges offered some courses for teaching the faculty. However, he
stated, “I know creating online materials takes a lot of time from my personal trials. Once
I created a course but had to abandon it in the middle because the time required for typing
the materials and converting the audio files was prohibitive. So developing quicker ways
to create online materials and reducing teachers’ work loads are both issues.”
Chiahsiang stated, “I’ve been using a lot of materials from the Internet lately and I
really want to use it more, but the problem is time and information. If I had more access
to training and convenient facilities, I would probably use it every day, whether in writing
or listening/speaking class.”

4.3.7. Feelings of uncertainty
Teachers’ feelings of uncertainty will hinder them from using technology. For example,
the unforeseen difficulties from technologies have been a concern for most teachers. Sue
chin stated, “My university is trying hard to meet the needs of its teachers. However,
there are still limitations and we have problems with hardware and hackers that are
difficult to control. The server doesn’t have enough capacity for teachers to put their
language learning materials online, and the network often goes down unexpectedly. The
network also tends to crash when many students try to turn in assignments at a due date.
Teachers can’t rely on the university network too much, because the stability of it is
sometimes beyond their control.” Other feelings of uncertainty include worthiness of time
and money investment and efforts.

4.3.8. Institutional support
Institutional support in the form of commitment to funding is crucial for curricular reform.
Availability and maintenance of infrastructure are only one aspect. The online courses
still need to be developed and published. Most institutions have provided minimal
financial support so far, providing incentives and grants to teachers for developing e
learning courses. The teachers developing these courses are doing so in addition to their
regular courseloads.
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Chiahsiang has found no inherent limitations in using ICT at his university, but
barriers exist in good equipment availability in some classrooms. He also needs technical
backup, more software and hardware. Above all, he would like to know more about the
many technologies such as “Moodle.” When he was asked about the need for workshops,
materials, encouragement, colleague discussion, and so on, he said, “The technology is
great in Taiwan. I feel like I am living in a desert when it comes to support. I’m very,
very thirsty.”
Mingjen’s university has incentives for faculty who are interested in creating online
learning materials in addition to their regular courses. Faculty who do not already use
ICTs as part of their instruction can’t afford to create online learning materials. He stated,
“Compared to the effort and time language teachers spend, the funding is insufficient and
only a few teachers apply for it. While there are assistants to help edit files and create
Web pages for faculty, in reality, the amount of support these assistants provide is
dependent on their individual knowledge and skills. Unless the assistants are fairly
knowledgeable, language teachers who do not understand how to use the Internet or its
tools may have difficulty getting the necessary steps accomplished. For example, getting
a tape converted into an mvw (movie) file.”

4.3.9. Cooperation or teamwork
The design of ICTbased language instruction in most institutions is a solitary activity.
Only 3 of the 16 universities and colleges that the interviewees are from have cooperative
projects. Tsunhsiang said, “Teachers at my university do not cooperate on projects, so I
just worked on his own.” At Chungcheng’s university, no one incorporated ICT into his
or her instruction. Chiahsiang stated, “Sharing things with others is a good idea. Yet,
currently there is little interaction among teachers at my university.”
In contrast, two leading teachers in Suechin’s department have embraced integrating
technology into their instruction. She said, “These two have initiated several cooperative
projects such as the University Excellence Project sponsored by the Ministry of
Education (MOE) and have gotten the other teachers involved. These cooperative
projects have motivated the other teachers and gotten them familiar with the basic
concepts and skills behind ICT instructional techniques. Those teachers who were
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influenced by the techsavvy teachers in their cooperative projects continued to create
online materials for their courses later on. The sharing of solutions and breakthroughs
during the process is supportive. Therefore, almost half of their teachers engage in Web
based instruction.”

4.3.10. Compatibility
Teachers would like to know if ICT use is applicable to certain course content or what
teaching methodologies they can use; this is an area in which additional dialogue would
be particularly helpful. Tingfang figured out her own ways of computer integration, but
she pointed out that “To learn technological skills is not enough. I need to have
pedagogical knowledge for ICTintegration instruction. I need to know the teaching
methodologies and I am curious about which portion of the content is appropriate for
incorporation. I think teachers should learn more about the content aspects of teaching for
using the computer.”

4.3.11. Workshops focused on technology application in language teaching
Language teachers would like not only to improve their technological literacy but also to
empower their pedagogical strategies in application of modern technologies. Tingfang
said that teachers like her who lack technological literacy and knowledge prefer a teacher
development program like one held by the Language Teaching and Testing Center and
the Ministry of Education in 2002 and 2003, which mainly focused on technology
integration in language instruction. She found a course like this she had taken to be quite
beneficial and motivational. She would prefer similar programs to be continued and to be
held every half a year or every year at least.
She further said, “By gaining information on technology in frequently held programs
or workshops, teachers could keep abreast of modern technology upgrades, and they
could learn from other teachers in the field. Such programs could offer opportunities to
exchange ideas with other teachers who have similar interests, and could offer
opportunities for teachers to work together.”
Chunghsiang’s university provides workshops for teachers to learn some online tools.
He made such remarks as, “I think those tools are generally for teachers in all disciplines,
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not specifically for language teachers. They provide Breeze using PowerPoint. I feel
PowerPoint is not suitable for language teaching because there is no real interaction. I
would prefer training for convenient, easytouse software that is suitable for language
instruction and suitable for teachers with limited computer knowledge like many teachers
in my university. If such software is unavailable, software developers and language
teachers should work together to create software for language instruction.”

5. Conclusion
In summary, ICT integration instruction is primarily in the experimental phase and half of
these interviewed teachers use ICT to try out innovative methods in their instruction.
Most use Internet resources as a source of supplementary materials and several have
started trying blended teaching for a change of curriculum. While these teachers have
unique strategies for different curricular areas, most use online resources to develop their
students’ listening skills. They take advantage of the Internet to provide authentic,
updated, and multimedia instructional materials. Their ICT integration instruction aims to
enhance students’ motivation and interest and to assist students in developing
autonomous and lifelong learning. Nevertheless, there are various issues, barriers, and
challenges facing these interviewed teachers, or even today’s language teachers.
Therefore, most teachers expressed the need for support, particularly continuing
professional development, to confront and accept the challenges ahead.
This study clearly shows that only when we begin to provide effective continuing
professional development, will we be able to expect fruitful realization of the potential of
ICT to improve the quality of learning at higher education institutions. Accordingly,
Taiwanese educational leaders and policy makers should develop longterm and adequate
funding for ICT integration instruction, including ongoing professional development for
teachers. Higher education institutions in Taiwan should place emphasis more on
technology integration in the classroom than in distance learning. Administrators should
try to understand and meet the needs of language teachers so that they can provide
necessary and appropriate support for language instruction. They need to efficiently and
carefully consider budget for essential expenditure on hardware and software. While
Taiwanese higher education institutions place great emphasis on the language proficiency
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of college students and language education, they should also attend to the need of
language teachers for knowledge, skills, and instructional strategies using modern
technology and for enhancing student learning. Ongoing professional programs or
workshops should not be technocentric only. Pedagogical content technological
knowledge (Zhao, 2003) is crucial for the effectiveness of teacher education.
The limitations of the study were the fact that data collection was confined to the
teachers referred by other teachers or two of the researcher’s acquaintances. The
researcher was also not able to reach some of the activeusers in several institutions.
Future research should focus on how teachers evaluate the learning outcomes of their
students in using information and communications technology, and should try to gauge
how ICT use assists students’ development of autonomous learning.
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Appendix
The Interview Protocol
1. What kind of Web teaching activities do you use? Please describe your instructional
use of the Internet?
2. What is your purpose of integrating the Internet into your instruction?
3. What motivates you in using the Internet in your instructional practices?
4. How do you see your role in the use of the Internet?
5. What are your feelings, views about using technology in your existing courses?
6. What are some limitations or barriers for integrating the Internet into instruction at
the university? What are the barriers to implementation?
7. What kinds of support do you need or are you interested in? What types of assistance
do teachers’ need in order to begin implementation?
8. How do you view today’s students relative to their comfort with and skills in using
the Internet?
9. How do you incorporate students’ skills in using technology in your instructional use
of the Internet?
10. Please describe how you interact with other teachers in your unit regarding their use
of the Internet in instructional uses?
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Abstract
A large proportion of the direct vocabulary instruction an adult learner will receive in the
EFL classroom will be unplanned (McDonald, 2006). Although unplanned vocabulary
instruction can provide many of the conditions learning theorists recognise as being
necessary for learning to take place, its spontaneous nature means it has certain
limitations. The approach that guides such teaching will need to consider these
limitations. As unplanned vocabulary instruction can mean diverting time away from the
lesson aims, teachers must make difficult ad hoc decisions on how and when to dedicate
time to such instances. This article aims to provide teachers with a loose framework to
inform such decisions.
Keywords: Vocabulary, methodology, unplanned, instruction, framework

Introduction
Adults EFL learners often remark that they find the shear volume of unknown vocabulary
daunting. Many say that they consider this vocabulary to be the largest barrier to
communicating effectively in English. Despite teaching my learners independent
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vocabulary study strategies, many still wish to receive more direct vocabulary instruction,
in a classroom context. Although the limitations of direct vocabulary instruction are
recognised (Nation, 2005) in an age of learner centred teaching it may be unwise for the
teacher to ignore such requests. Furthermore these requests present opportunities to
address genuine gaps in learner knowledge.
Although direct vocabulary instruction is often based on sound methodological
principles, these principles are usually designed for planned vocabulary instruction.
However the majority of vocabulary instruction in the class will be spontaneous and
unplanned. Therefore to address the unique blend of idiosyncrasies and challenges that
this type of instruction offers, the methodology employed will need adapting.
To teach unplanned vocabulary effectively the teacher may have to divert valuable time
away from the main lesson aims. As this is not ideal, the teacher (or learners) should
decide how much time to dedicate to each instance of unplanned vocabulary instruction
based on criteria such as the utility and frequency of the word. Furthermore, due to the
large degree of word knowledge necessary for productive use of a word, the appropriate
level of word knowledge or ‘intralexical factors’ must be offered. How much time and
how many factors required could be determined by how new the word is to the learner, or
whether the vocabulary is destined for a productive of a receptive use.
Although ‘unplanned vocabulary instruction’ addresses many of the conditions learning
theorists recognise as necessary for learning to take place, it is not without its limitations.
These limitations should be recognised in order to appeal to a wide range of learning
styles. Further measures will also be necessary to ensure recycling and to plan tests. By
discussing the aforementioned issues this article attempts to construct a loose
methodological framework, which can be used by teachers to guide their practices when
giving unplanned vocabulary instruction in the adult EFL classroom.

Planned and unplanned vocabulary instruction
Recommendation 1: Recognise that UVI in the classroom is important and treat it
accordingly.
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Seal (as cited in WeiWei, 2003) has divided vocabulary instruction into two main
approaches. These he describes as ‘planned’ and ‘unplanned vocabulary instruction’ (PVI
and UVI respectively). PVI is understood as vocabulary the teacher knows will be taught
before the class or before it is encountered. Conversely, UVI is the rest of the vocabulary
the learner encounters within the class. This can be:
·

Incidentally or accidentally learned vocabulary

·

Words requested by the learners for explanation or expansion of meaning

·

Words that the teacher becomes aware may need learner’s attention drawn to

Most of the direct vocabulary instruction in the UK EFL classroom is unplanned
(Brown, 1992; McDonald, 2006). No matter how much I plan my vocabulary instruction,
I find requests for UVI are frequent occurrences in most classes. Often the success of an
activity, or a grammar point, can depend on comprehension of key vocabulary. As The
source of UVI and its spontaneity means it is distinct from PVI therefore it needs to be
addressed differently by teachers. It is by recognising these differences that we can
understand how to effectively teach UVI and adapt our methodology accordingly. Such
considerations will better serve the learners’ needs and increase the overall efficacy of
direct vocabulary instruction in the classroom.

How to deal with UVI

Recommendation 2: Some vocabulary items will require longer than others to
successfully convey meaning. This is especially true if L1 is unavailable. In such
instances, and when time allows, consolidate new vocabulary with a productive activity.

Recognising the improvised nature of these impromptu teaching moments, Seal’s (1991)
´3C´ method of dealing with UVI is very useful. The three Cs refer to activities the
teacher should conduct in order to facilitate learning. These are:
C1

Conveying of meaning (synonyms, anecdotes, mime, realia, explanation etc)

C2

Checking of meaning to confirm that learners have understood

C3

Consolidating meaning (practice activities in context)
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Seal (as cited in Hatch and Brown, 1995) illustrates the 3C method by explaining the
word ‘boring’:
C1 ─ Convey meaning
Teacher:

When you go to the movies sometimes the movie is not very
interesting, it makes you want to go to sleep. (T puts hand to mouth
and yawns.) The movie is very boring. Or sometimes you have a
teacher who speaks very slowly and who never makes you laugh
and whose lessons make you go to sleep. The teacher is so boring.

C2 ─ Check meaning
Teacher:

(To S1) Do you like boring teachers?
(To S2) Is this lesson boring?
(To S3) Is this book boring?
(To S4) Are you a boring person?
(To S5) Am I a boring teacher?

C3 ─ Consolidating meaning
Teacher:

Turn to the person next to you and ask them if they had a boring
weekend. If they say “yes,” Find out why. (General hubbub) Now
ask the person next to you what television shows they think are
boring. (p.197)

Although useful, this is a very time consuming process. UVI can be impractical and
unnecessary as some words simply require less teaching than others. Often a request for
UVI may simply represent difficulty of retrieval, and not lack of understanding. During
such instances consolidation may be unnecessary. Furthermore, in monolingual classes, if
L1 is available, often a simple translation may suffice as conveyance. However, even
with the aid of L1, checking of understanding and consolidation may still be necessary.
This is especially true for new vocabulary, when such activities may aid memory and
promote deeper processing of target language.
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However, LI may not always be available to teachers, i.e. multilingual classes or
monolingual teachers. Here other methods of ‘conveyance’ such as flashcards, or realia,
will be invaluable, but these may be tricky to produce without planning. Nevertheless, if
sufficient IT is provided (internet, Clipart, interactive white board, online dictionaries),
simple vocabulary such as concrete nouns can be conveyed by the many images this
technology provides. For more complex and abstract vocabulary such as: jealous, society,
empathy; or for culturally bound concepts (democracy, toff, a lock in), images alone may
not suffice. Here ‘checking’ and ‘consolidation’ become indispensable stages of teaching.
Dictionary use, a practice I advocate strongly, can also dispense with the conveyance
stage. However, focus on pronunciation and (depending on the word) consolidation may
still be necessary for lower level classes.

Which words to focus on

Recommendation 3: When deciding how much time to allocate to each word,
consider how useful it will be to the learner: prioritise words with greater learner
utility.

Obviously, word frequency is an important factor when considering how much time to
dedicate to UVI. If a lexical item like ´Kith and Kin´ is requested for clarification, the
teacher may rightly consider that due to the low occurrence of such an archaic phrase it
does not merit much class time. Word lists like the General Service List or, depending on
the teaching context, the Academic Word List, may provide the teacher with accurate
frequency information on which to base such decisions. Indeed, with the advent of corpus
linguistics, lists can be further divided into spoken and written English. However,
consulting such lists may not be practical for the often impromptu situations that UVI
presents; here the teacher should rely on intuition.
Moreover, frequency may not be the only factor to consider. A ‘valuable’ word should
belong to one of four main categories, adapted from Schmitt (2000, p.142):
1.

Frequency – (prioritise high frequency over low frequency words)

2.

Technical words – (often low frequency but specific in use)
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3.

Learner selected words – (UVI)

4.

Classroom words – (board rubber, exam, corrections, etc)

The value of a piece of vocabulary may be determined by its membership of one of
these categories. Obviously the more categories a word belongs to the more useful it will
be for the learner (Schmitt, 2000). Such information may assist teachers when deciding
how much class time to dedicate to UVI.

Important information to convey in UVI

Recommendation 4: Always offer both oral presentation and written record of new
vocabulary, as well as examples of use. If possible identify problem sounds that may
aid pronunciation and word recognition.

All words contain intrinsic properties that affect their learnability. These properties,
which are related to a word’s form and meaning, are defined by Laufer (1997) as ‘intra
lexical factors’. It is generally agreed that in order to truly ‘own’ a word the learner must
have knowledge of the following ‘intralexical factors’:

1. Form  spoken and written: that is pronunciation and spelling
2. Word structure  the basic free morpheme (or bound root morpheme) and the
common derivations of the word and its inflections
3. Syntactic pattern of the word in a phrase or sentence
4. Meaning  referential (including multiplicity of meaning and metaphorical
extensions of meaning); affective (the connotations of the word); and pragmatic
(the situation of the word in a particular scenario)
5. Lexical relations of the word with other words, such as synonymy, antonymy,
hyponymy
6. Common collocations (p. 126)
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If the learner has access to many of these features, they can serve to disambiguate the
target word. The provision of such detailed information, often called ‘Rich instruction’ or
‘Rich scripting’ (McWilliam, 1998) aims to provide a deeper understanding of a word,
and make it an ‘accessible vocabulary item’ (Nation, 2001, p.95). However, common
criticisms of rich instruction are that there are:
· Too many words to teach
· Too many features of a word to teach
· Other methods exist
· Teaching may not be the best way to assist vocabulary acquisition
· It consumes much of the lesson time (Adapted from Nation, 2001, p.95)

Although these criticisms have some validity, rich instruction can at least be seen to
attempt to address the high level of word knowledge that many agree is necessary to
really ‘know a word’. Furthermore, I have found that simple teaching techniques can
quickly facilitate access to many of these factors:

·

Supplying a written record (form) including indication of word grammar i.e. (v), (n),
(adj) etc

·

Limiting phonemic transcription to problem sounds i.e., vowels, silent ´gh´ or ´kn´ ,
or main stress, can reduce time whilst addressing pronunciation

·

Providing an example sentence can supply valuable syntax information

·

Providing learners with access to ´good dictionaries´, and time to use them can
empower the learner by allowing them to choose their own level of rich instruction

·

Seal’s 3C method addresses most of these factors and due to its versatility it can be
extended or adapted to offer collocations or lexical relations

However, the use of such techniques will represent a choice by the teacher of ‘how much
time’ they think the new vocabulary warrants: it may also raise the question of ‘when?’
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When to provide rich instruction

Recommendation 5: Gradually increase the level of rich instruction over various
meetings. Avoid learning overload and cross association by limiting the level of rich
instruction to manageable increments.

An important factor to consider when determining the level of ‘rich instruction’ is: how
new is the word to the learner? Vocabulary learning can be seen as “a cumulative process
where knowledge is built up over a series of varied meetings with the word” (Nation,
2005, p.2). This approach considers the likelihood of cross association: a phenomenon of
confusion that occurs when learners are concurrently introduced to poorly known and
semantically similar words (Schmitt, 2000, p.147). Therefore, during UVI the teacher
should consider if the teaching of lexical sets (left and right, all the rooms of the house,
synonyms) or offering numerous collocations is likely to aid or distract the learner.
Furthermore the teacher must avoid ‘learning overload’, by not overburdening the learner
with too much intralexical information at once. These considerations will necessitate the
teacher revisiting UVI encountered lexis, in order to build up such knowledge
incrementally.

Receptive vs. Productive Knowledge

Recommendation 6: Determine if the target language is destined for a receptive or a
productive use when deciding how much time, or the level of rich instruction, to dedicate
to its teaching.

Vocabulary knowledge should be looked at as a continuum between ability to make
sense of a word, and ability to automatically access the word (Faerch et al, cited in Laufer,
1997, p.126). By viewing knowledge in these terms the common differentiation of
‘active’ and ‘passive’ or ‘productive’ and ‘receptive’ vocabulary can be seen to be
simplistic in nature. However it is a distinction that still can be of great assistance to the
teacher. It is recognised that ‘productive’ and ‘receptive knowledge’ (often linked to
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ability to utilise in conjunction with the ‘productive skills’ i.e. writing and speaking or the
‘receptive skills’ i.e. listening and reading) require different levels of word knowledge
(Nation, 2001; Schmitt, 2000). Speaking requires the greatest knowledge of a word’s
features (Nation, 2001) and the ideal of ‘native speaker perfection’ often requires mastery
of all features (Laufer, 1997). Therefore, as the teaching of ‘productive knowledge’ is a
more time consuming process, it is advisable that the learner only be burdened with such
instruction when it is essential. When only receptive processes are necessary then the
teaching of ‘receptive knowledge’ may be both sufficient and time effective (2001, p.24).
However, as English is not a phonetic language, the teaching of pronunciation may be
said to contribute to both production and recognition of a word and should therefore be
addressed whenever convenient.

UVI vs. Lesson aims

Recommendation 7: If fully addressing UVI jeopardises the lesson aims, prioritise and
act accordingly. However, do not be afraid to abandon nonessential lesson aims, if the
need for UVI generates new and more relevant ones.

Brown (1992) suggests that a balance must be struck between the UVI occurrence and
the success of an activity, meaning that the activity must not be sacrificed for UVI.
However this may be an oversimplification and it should be the individual teacher or the
learners who decide where time is best spent. Often UVI may present an opportunity for
´negotiation´ of new learning goals that are of more value to the learner than the originals.
This ‘jungle path’ (Scrivener, 1994) method of teaching may appear daunting to the
inexperienced teacher, but if used carefully it can provide relevant and interesting lessons
that free the teacher from a dependence on published materials.

UVI and conditions for learning
UVI can be seen to facilitate many conditions which are thought to be necessary for
language learning to occur.
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Schema theory – According to lexicosemantic theory words are efficiently learnt by
connecting them, in a sort of semantic map, to words that have already been learnt. As
the differences in words become apparent, and the number of learnt words increases, the
mind is forced to create intricate filing systems to place both old and new words. The
design of these systems is thought to be informed by background knowledge or ‘schema’
(Schmitt, 1997, p.28). During PVI the teacher attempts to activate this schema through
various teaching techniques; however, during UVI (and especially learner requested UVI)
interest in the new lexis may already be generated. Especially during requests, the learner
may already have activated, and be drawing on, their schematic knowledge: therefore
providing the conditions necessary to locate the new vocabulary.

Context – Unlike much PVI, which is often decontextualized, UVI is normally situated
in a context: be this an individual’s private context or a shared, class generated context.
Furthermore as UVI typically occurs during an activity such as listening, a grammar
presentation, or a communication, often context is at the level of the text. This may
provide opportunities for learners to engage in inductive reasoning processes or 'guessing
from context'.
Clark (as cited in Schmitt & McCarthy, 1997) suggests that two main types of context
influence the learning in the following ways:
· Linguistic context, such as the ability of a learner to deduce rules of morphology or
lexical occurrence, promotes comprehension.
· Extra linguistic context can further promote understanding by providing the learner
with rich input through notions of culture, use of situations, gestures etc (p.28).

The presence or absence of such clues can greatly affect the ’encyclopaedic knowledge’
or ‘schema’ that is drawn on. As Schmitt (1997) states: “context is necessary to activate
the full resources of word meaning” (p.28). Furthermore, practice activities, such as those
suggested in Seal’s 3C method, provide opportunities for learners to test hypotheses by
attempting to place the new vocabulary into a communicative context.
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Recommendation 7: Attempt to address all requests for UVI in some way to give learners
a greater sense of ownership of the learning, and to keep them motivated.

Motivation and learner centred learning – It is generally accepted that motivation
plays a key role in successful language learning (Lightbown and Spada, 1999; Little,
1991). The occurrences of UVI can be seen to represent the kind of ‘learning centred’
demands for instruction that are generated by learners’ genuine ‘gaps in knowledge’. The
‘noticing’ of such gaps are thought to provide optimum conditions for the intake of new
language (Ellis, 1997). Furthermore, addressing learners needs (real or perceived) and
requests for instruction, involves the learner in the decision making. Little (1991) says
this provides a sense of ownership which can be positively motivating and thus aid
learning.

Recommendation 8: Vary techniques of instruction when teaching UVI to appeal to a
broader range of learning styles. Cater for learning styles not addressed by UVI, when
planning consolidation or recycling activities.

Learning styles – It is well documented that many language classes cater for a narrow
band of learning styles. This is especially true for UVI, due to an inability to plan an
unplanned occurrence. As can be seen from Table 1, UVI, like traditional teaching,
heavily favours the Lexical Verbal of Howard Gardener’s learning styles (McKenzie,
1999) and completely excludes Musical and Naturalistic, where prior preparation of
materials is essential. Even though individual learners comprise of many learning styles,
the need for variety of teaching techniques is paramount to appeal to all types of learner.
Moreover, the case for consolidation activities and recycling, where planning is often
possible, is further fortified when one considers the difficulty of addressing all learning
styles through UVI.
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Table 1 showing techniques used for UVI and the learning styles they address
Word for

Method of conveying

V

L

M

B

M

IT

IT

N

description

meaning

S

V

L

K

U

r

a

T

Wellington

Mime

X

X

Wink

Facial expressions

X

House

Draw on board

X

Often

Draw a cline from never to

X

EX

boots

always and include often
Chase

Get learners to act out

X

Paint the town

Tell personal anecdote

X

Get learners to deduce from

X

X
X

red
Campaign

X

X

context of text
Window sill

Point to object

X

Exploitation

Explain (with examples)

X

Hope

Read out dictionary definition

X

Put up with

Translate it

X

Café

Show picture in book

That’ll be the

Act out a short conversation

X

Learners who know explain to

X

X
X

day
Disc

X

others who don’t
Catalogue

Learners look up in dictionaries

X

Hostage

Create a story using model dolls

Vase

Play a game (matching etc.)

X

Give up the

Tell a story which includes the

X

ghost

words

Reduction

Draw a diagram or graph.

X

X

X
X
X

X

VS =Visual/ Spatial,

LV = Linguistic/ Verbal,

ML=Mathematical/Logical

BK = Bodily Kinesthetic

MU = Musical

ITr = Interpersonal,

ITa = Intrapersonal,

NT= Naturalistic,

EX = Existencial.

Source: Complied using, Scrivener, 1994; McKenzie, 1999; and Budden, 2005.
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UVI and memory

Recommendation 9: Keep a record of the UVI as it occurs to enable recycling and test
writing, and review the new vocabulary before the end of the lesson. Encourage learners
to record their new vocabulary, and if necessary, offer guidance on vocabulary books.

Like all learning, vocabulary encountered through UVI is only of use if the learner can
remember it. Schmitt (2000) claims that the highest risk of forgetting the target word
occurs in the first 20 minutes. This suggests that learners could benefit from having their
memories refreshed before end of the lesson. However, this practice does not necessarily
have to be repetitive or demotivating. A few basic techniques can breathe life into an
essential teaching stage:
·

Productive use – Learners can write stories, poems, dialogues, funny definitions,
quizzes or presentations. They can discuss concepts, grade words, make own flash
cards etc

·

Games – Bingo, hot seat, miming, anagrams, hangman, missing word sentences,
humming pronunciation, pelmanism, hyponym tennis etc

·

Vocabulary records – Learners can be given time at the end of the lesson to
transfer the new vocabulary to their own vocabulary books. Learners often require
advice on how to layout and complete these records

·

Dictionaries – Learners can be directed to ‘good dictionaries’ to, remove
ambiguity, or choose their own level of rich instruction

Vocabulary should be revisited on multiple occasions, over ever increasing increments
to better facilitate memory (Nation, 2001). However, there is often no guarantee that UVI
vocabulary will be encountered again. Therefore, the teacher must keep records to plan
recycling and to write tests. I have found that a simple list copied from the board at the
end of the class and stored in the register is sufficient. However I have observed other
teachers using equally effective learner managed methods such as vocabulary boxes or
class vocabulary posters.
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Implementing UVI in the classroom

Recommendation 10: Recognize that you they already engage in UVI and probably
already adhere to many of the recommendations proposed herein. Reflect on practices
and fine tune them to address UVI most effectively.

Whenever I speak to teachers about UVI, I often discover that the teacher perceives
UVI to be a new and extra thing to include in their teaching. Fortunately for them, this is
untrue, as most good teachers will already be responding to the ad hoc wants and needs
of their adult EFL learners, within each lesson. Furthermore, although teachers claim to
limit UVI in favour of lesson aims, in a recent study it was shown that teachers rarely
refuse a request for UVI (McDonald, 2006). Moreover this study showed that teachers
treat UVI like PVI, affording it a similar amount of time and using a similar amount of
techniques to convey meaning. Although this shows that teachers do recognise the
importance of UVI, it also shows that teachers are underestimating the characteristics that
distinguish it from PVI, and thereby limiting the efficiency of their vocabulary instruction.
By recognising the differences of UVI and PVI, and by adjusting their methodology
accordingly, teachers can improve the overall quality of their direct vocabulary
instruction.

Conclusion
Although direct instruction is not the most efficient method of learning vocabulary, it has
an essential place in the classroom. As the majority of vocabulary instruction will consist
of UVI, it is sensible to deal with this in an informed manner. Therefore a number of
factors, such as frequency, the destined use of the new lexis and appropriate level of rich
instruction must be considered before the teacher decides how much time to dedicate to
UVI. UVI can offer the teacher opportunities to address the needs and the wants of the
learners and so aid motivation.
Although UVI can provide many of the essential conditions necessary for language
acquisition to take place, it is not with out its limitations. For this reason, the teacher
should keep records of taught lexis in order to plan tests and recycling. Furthermore, UVI
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addresses a narrow band of learning styles, which may be overcome by careful
consolidation or communicative practice activities. Even though most teachers already
practice UVI, some improvements may still be made by combining reflective practice
with a UVI specific methodology. By using the recommendations herein, it is hoped that
the teachers will continue to improve their UVI, and so increase the overall efficacy of
direct vocabulary instruction in the adult EFL classroom.
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